


















Construction of class fields over imaginary biquadratic
fields
Ja Kyung Koo and Dong Sung Yoon∗
Abstract
Let K be an imaginary biquadratic field and K1, K2 be its imaginary quadratic
subfields. For integers N > 0, µ ≥ 0 and an odd prime p with gcd(N, p) = 1, let
K(Npµ) and (Ki)(Npµ) for i = 1, 2 be the ray class fields of K and Ki, respectively,
moduloNpµ. We first present certain class fields K˜1,2N,p,µ ofK, in the sense of Hilbert,
which are generated by Siegel-Ramachandra invariants of (Ki)(Npµ+1) for i = 1, 2
over K(Npµ) and show that K(Npµ+1) = K˜
1,2
N,p,µ for almost all µ.
1 Introduction
In 1900 Hilbert asked at the Paris ICM, as his 12-th problem, that what kind of analytic
functions and algebraic numbers are necessary to construct all abelian extensions of given
number fields. For any number field K and a modulus m of K, it is well known that there
is a unique maximal abelian extension ofK unramified outside m with certain ramification
condition ([27] or [6, Theorem 8.6]), which we call the ray class field ofK modulo m. Since
any abelian extension of K is contained in some ray class field modulo m by class field
theory, in order to approach the problem we are first in need of constructing ray class
fields of given number fields as Ramachandra did in [19] over imaginary quadratic fields.
Historically, over imaginary quadratic fields, after Hasse ([8]) one can now construct it
by using the theory of complex multiplication of elliptic curves together with the singular
values of modular functions and elliptic functions ([15, Chapter 10] or [23]). However, for
any other number fields we know relatively little until now. For example, over cyclotomic
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field see [12], [13], [20] (also [18]), [21], and over biquadratic fields we refer to [1], [2], [3],
[4], [26] and [28].
In this paper we will concentrate on the case of imaginary biquadratic fields K. There
are two imaginary quadratic subfields K1, K2 in K. For integers N > 0, µ ≥ 0 and an odd
prime p with gcd(N, p) = 1, we denote by K(Npµ) and (Ki)(Npµ) for i = 1, 2 the ray class
fields of K and Ki modulo Np
µ, respectively. In Section 2, we apply Shimura’s reciprocity
law to the field K and put emphasis on the necessity of using modular units to construct
class fields over K as Hilbert proposed. On the other hand, Jung-Koo-Shin ([10, Theorem
3.5]) constructed relatively simple ray class invariants over imaginary quadratic fields by
means of the singular values of certain Siegel functions, namely, Siegel-Ramachandra
invariants. Using this idea we define in Section 4 and 5 certain class field K˜1,2N,p,µ of
K which is generated by Siegel-Ramachandra invariants of (Ki)(Npµ+1) for i = 1, 2 over
K(Npµ), and provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the field K˜
1,2
N,p,µ to become
K(Npµ+1) (Theorem 4.7 and 5.4).
Notation 1.1. For z ∈ C, we denote by z the complex conjugate of z and put
e(z) = e2πiz. If R is a ring with identity and r, s ∈ Z>0, Mr×s(R) indicates the ring of all
r × s matrices with entries in R. In particular, we set Mr(R) = Mr×r(R). The identity
matrix of Mr(R) is written by 1r and the transpose of a matrix α is written as
tα. And,
R× means the group of all invertible elements of R. If G is a group and g1, g2, . . . , gr are
elements of G, let 〈g1, g2, . . . , gr〉 be the subgroup of G generated by g1, g2, . . . , gr. For a
number field K, let OK be the ring of integers of K. If a ∈ OK we denote by (a) the
principal ideal of K generated by a. When f is an integral ideal of K, we mean by N (f)
the absolute norm of an ideal f. For a finite extension L of K, let [L : K] be the extension




the Artin map of L/K.
Further, we let ζN = e
2πi/N be a primitive N -th root of unity for a positive integer N .
2 Shimura’s reciprocity law on imaginary biquadratic
fields
In this section we shall briefly recall Siegel modular forms and apply Shimura’s reciprocity
law to an imaginary biquadratic field.
Let n be a positive integer and
















α ∈ GSp2n(R) | ν(α) = 1
}
.
We set GQ = GSp2n(Q) and GQ+ = {α ∈ GQ | ν(α) > 0}. Let
Hn = {Z ∈Mn(C) | tZ = Z, Im(Z) > 0}
be the Siegel upper half-space of degree n. Here, for a hermitian matrix ξ we write ξ > 0





of GQ+ acts on Hn by
α(Z) = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1,
where A,B,C,D ∈Mn(Q).
For every positive integer N , let
Γ(N) =
{
γ ∈ Sp2n(Z) | γ ≡ 12n (mod N ·M2n(Z))
}
.
For an integer k a holomorphic function f : Hn → C is called a (classical) Siegel modular
form of degree n, weight k and level N if
f(γ(Z)) = det(CZ +D)kf(Z)





∈ Γ(N) and Z ∈ Hn, plus the requirement that f is holomorphic at
every cusp when n = 1. A Siegel modular form f of degree n and level N has a Fourier





with A(ξ) ∈ C, where ξ runs over all positive semi-definite half-integral symmetric ma-
trices of degree n [11, §4 Theorem 1]. Here, a symmetric matrix ξ ∈ GLn(Q) is called
half-integral if 2ξ is an integral matrix and its diagonal entries are even.
For a subfield D of C, let
Mnk(Γ(N), D) = the space of Siegel modular forms of weight k and level N





An0(Γ(N), D) = the field of functions of the form g/h
with g ∈Mnk(D) and h ∈Mnk(D) \ {0} for the same weight k,
which are invariant under Γ(N).
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Let GA be the adelization of the group GQ, G0 be the non-archimedean part of GA and
G∞ be the archimedean part of GA. Then ν in (2.1) defines a homomorphism GA → Q×A .
We put G∞+ = {x ∈ G∞ | ν(x) > 0} and GA+ = G0G∞+. For every algebraic number
field F , let Fab be the maximal abelian extension of F and F
×
A be the idele group of F .
By class field theory, every element x of F×A acts on the field Fab as an automorphism.
We then write this automorphism as [x, F ]. On the other hand, any element of GA+ acts
on the space An0 (Qab) as an automorphism ([22, p.680]). If x ∈ GA+ and f ∈ An0(Qab),
by fx we mean the image of f under x.
For each index i = 1, 2, let Ki = Q(
√−di) be an imaginary quadratic field with








if −di ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4).
Note that ρi is the number in Ki for which −ρ2i is totally positive, Im(ρi) > 0 and
TrKi/Q(ρix) ∈ Z for all x ∈ OKi . Let Li = OKi be a lattice in C. Then, for zi, wi ∈ C we
define an R-bilinear form Ei(zi, wi) on C by
Ei(zi, wi) = ρi(ziwi − ziwi).
And, Ei becomes a non-degenerate Riemann form on the complex torus C/Li satisfying
Ei(αi, βi) = TrKi/Q(ρiαiβi) for αi, βi ∈ Ki,
which makes it an elliptic curve as a polarized abelian variety ([24, p.43–44]). Let
θi =
 (−1 +
√−di)/2 if −di ≡ 1 (mod 4)
√−di if −di ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4)
and let Ωi =
[
θi 1







] ∣∣∣ a, b ∈ Z} ,
Ei(Ωix,Ωiy) =
txJ1y for x,y ∈ R2.
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for αi ∈ Ki,
in other words, hi(αi) is the regular representation of αi with respect to {θi, 1}. Then
θi becomes the CM-point of H1 induced from hi which corresponds to the elliptic curve
(C/Li, Ei) ([22, p.684-685] or [24, §24.10]).
Now, let Y = K1 ⊕K2 be a CM-algebra so that [Y : Q] = 4, OY = OK1 ⊕ OK2 and










∣∣ α ∈ OY } be a lattice in C2. For z = t [z1 z2] and w = t [w1 w2] in













TrKi/Q(ρiαiβi) for α = (αi), β = (βi) ∈ Y ,
which also makes it a polarized abelian variety ([24, p.43–44, 129–130]). Let
Ω =
[
θ1 0 1 0










] ∣∣∣ a,b ∈ Z2} ,
E(Ωx,Ωy) = txJ2y for x,y ∈ R4.






v(e1) v(e2) v(e3) v(e4)
]
with Ω1,Ω2 ∈ M2(C) and
e1, e2, e3, e4 ∈ Y . Then {e1, e2, e3, e4} is a free Q-basis of Y , so we can define a ring





 for α ∈ Y ,
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that is, h(α) is the regular representation of α with respect to {e1, e2, e3, e4}. One can







is the CM-point of H2 induced from
h which corresponds to the polarized abelian variety (C2/L,E) ([22, p.684-685] or [24,
§24.10]).
Let K = Q(
√−d1,
√−d2) be an imaginary biquadratic field which is the composite








A . We define a map





1≤i≤2 for x ∈ K×A .
Then the map h can be naturally extended to a homomorphism YA → M4(QA), which we









Proposition 2.1 (Shimura’s reciprocity law). Let Y , h, Z0 and K be as above. Then
for every f ∈ A20(Qab) which is finite at Z0, the value f(Z0) belongs to Kab. Moreover, if
b ∈ K×A , then fh(ϕ(b)




Proof. [24, Theorem 26.8].
Remark 2.2. For any f ∈ A20(Qab) that is finite at Z0, the value f(Z0) indeed belongs
to the class field K˜ab of K corresponding to the kernel of ϕ.






| z1, z2 ∈ H1
}
.
Clearly, the CM-point Z0 belongs to H
diag
2 . A function f in F1N is called a modular unit
of level N if it has no zeros and poles on H1 [14, p.36].
Proposition 2.3. Let N ≥ 2 be an integer and f ∈ F2N . Then f has no zeros and







Proof. See [7, Theorem 4.2].
Thus, we see from Proposition 2.3 that it is natural to investigate the class field of K
generated by the singular values f(θi) of modular units f .
6
3 Siegel-Ramachandra invariants
In this section we shall introduce the well-known modular units, Siegel functions, and
review some necessary facts about the Siegel-Ramachandra invariants as singular values
of Siegel functions.





∈ (1/N)Z2 \ Z2 with an integer N ≥ 2, we define the
Siegel function gr(τ) on τ ∈ H1 by the following infinite product




where B2(X) = X
2 − X + 1/6 is the second Bernoulli polynomial and q = e2πiτ . Then
a Siegel function is a modular unit, namely, it is a modular function which has no zeros
and poles on H1 ([25] or [14, p.36]). Furthermore, the function gr(τ)12N belongs to F1N .
Let F be a number field and m be a modulus of F . A modulus m may be written as
m0m∞, where m0 is an integral ideal of F and m∞ is a product of distinct real infinite
primes of F . Let IF (m) be the group of all fractional ideals of F which are relatively
prime to m and PF,1(m) be the subgroup of IF (m) generated by the principal ideals αOF ,
where α ∈ OF satisfies
(i) α ≡ 1 (mod m0)
(ii) τ(α) > 0 for every real infinite prime τ dividing m∞.
Further, we let ClF (m) = IF (m)/PF,1(m) be the ray class group of F modulo m. Then
there exists a unique abelian extension Fm of F whose Galois group is isomorphic to
ClF (m) via the Artin map ([6, Theorem 8.6]). Here, the field Fm is called the ray class
field of F modulo m. And, it is well-known ([6, Theorem 8.2]) that any finite abelian
extension of F is contained in some ray class field Fm.
From now on, let F = Q(
√−d) be an imaginary quadratic field with square-free
positive integer d and let
θ =
 (−1 +
√−d)/2 if −d ≡ 1 (mod 4)
√−d if −d ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4)
so that OF = Z[θ]. Let f be a nontrivial proper integral ideal of F and N be the smallest
positive integer in f. For C ∈ ClF (f), we take any integral ideal c in C and choose a basis
[ω1, ω2] of fc
−1 such that ω1/ω2 ∈ H1. Then we can write
N = r1ω1 + r2ω2
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for some r1, r2 ∈ Z. We define the Siegel-Ramachandra invariant of conductor f at C by
gf(C) = g[ r1/N
r2/N
](ω1/ω2)12N .
This value depends only on the class C and f, not on the choice of c.
Proposition 3.1. Let f = NOF with an integer N ≥ 2 and C0 be the unit class in
ClF (f). Assume that F 6= Q(
√−1),Q(√−3). Then the value
gf(C0) = g[ 0
1/N
](θ)12N .







Proof. [10, Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.6]
4 Class fields over imaginary biquadratic fields (I)
We shall consider an imaginary biquadratic field K = Q(
√−d1,
√−d2) where d1, d2
are square-free positive integer such that −d1 ≡ 1 (mod 4), −d2 ≡ 2, 3 (mod 4) and
gcd(d1, d2) = 1. Then we have two imaginary quadratic subfields K1 = Q(
√−d1), K2 =
Q(
√−d2) and one real quadratic subfield K3 = Q(
√
d1d2) in K.


















] ∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Z, a ≡ b (mod 2), c ≡ d (mod 2)} .














































] ∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Z, a ≡ b (mod 2), c ≡ d (mod 2)} .
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Let N be a positive integer and p be an odd prime not dividing N . For a non-negative
integer µ, we set
SN,p,µ = {a ∈ K× | a ≡ 1 (mod NpµOK), a is prime to pOK},
S
(i)
N,p,µ = {a ∈ K×i | a ≡ 1 (mod NpµOKi), a is prime to pOKi} for i = 1, 2.
Further, we let







N,p,µ ∩ O×Ki) for i = 1, 2.
Then we achieve the isomorphisms
(4.1)








by class field theory ([9, Chapter V §6]). Since NK/Ki(HN,p,µ) ⊂ H(i)N,p,µ for i = 1, 2, we
can define a homomorphism











Let K˜1,2N,p,µ be the class field of K corresponding to ker(ϕ˜
1,2
N,p,µ). Note that
K˜1,2N,p,µ = K(Npµ)(K(Npµ+1) ∩ K˜ab),
where K˜ab is the class field of K described in Remark 2.2.
Lemma 4.2. With the notations as above, for a non-negative integer µ we obtain
K˜1,2N,p,µ = K(Npµ)(K1)(Npµ+1)(K2)(Npµ+1).
Proof. For each index i = 1, 2, let γi be a primitive generator of (Ki)(Npµ+1) over
(Ki)(Npµ). Since (Ki)(Npµ) ⊂ K(Npµ) for i = 1, 2, we attain
K(Npµ)(K1)(Npµ+1)(K2)(Npµ+1) = K(Npµ)(γ1, γ2).













i = γi for i = 1, 2
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([9, Chapter III §3]). Hence K˜1,2N,p,µ ⊃ K(Npµ)(γ1, γ2).








i = γi for i = 1, 2.
Since γi is the primitive generator of (Ki)(Npµ+1)/(Ki)(Npµ), we obtain NK/Ki(b) ∈ H(i)N,p,µ
for i = 1, 2 by (4.1). Thus bHN,p,µ ∈ ker(ϕ˜1,2N,p,µ), and so K˜1,2N,p,µ ⊂ K(Npµ)(γ1, γ2). This
completes the proof.
For a non-negative integer µ and i = 1, 2, we let fµ,i = Np
µOKi and Cµ,i be the unit
class in ClKi(fµ,i).
Corollary 4.3. Assume that K1, K2 6= Q(
√−1),Q(√−3). For any positive integers





generates K˜1,2N,p,µ over K(Npµ).








Note that ∣∣(gfµ+1,i(Cµ+1,i)ni)τ ∣∣ > ∣∣gfµ+1,i(Cµ+1,i)ni∣∣












for τ ∈ Gal(K˜1,2N,p,µ/K(Npµ)) \ {Id}. This proves the corollary.
In this section we shall consider only the case µ = 0. As for the other cases, see Section
5.
Lemma 4.4. With the notation as above, we get
∣∣SN,p,0/SN,p,1∣∣ = (p− 1) 3∏
j=1
mp,j,











Proof. Note that for any coset aSN,p,1 in SN,p,0/SN,p,1, there is an element a
′ ∈
SN,p,0 ∩ OK such that aSN,p,1 = a′SN,p,1. Here we claim that the map
(4.2)
ψ : SN,p,0/SN,p,1 −→ (OK/pOK)×
ωSN,p,1 7−→ ω + pOK for ω ∈ SN,p,0 ∩ OK
is an isomorphism. Indeed, if ω, ω′ ∈ SN,p,0 ∩ OK such that ωSN,p,1 = ω′SN,p,1, then
ω′ = ωα for some α ∈ SN,p,1. We can then write α = a/b with a, b ∈ OK such that a, b are
prime to NpOK and a ≡ b (mod NpOK). So ω′b = ωa ≡ ωb (mod pOK), from which we
have ω′ ≡ ω (mod pOK). Thus ψ is a well-defined homomorphism. If ωSN,p,1 ∈ ker(ψ)
then ω ≡ 1 (mod pOK). Since gcd(N, p) = 1, we obtain ω ≡ 1 (mod NpOK), and so ψ
is injective. For given ω+ pOK ∈ (OK/pOK)×, we can find a ∈ OK such that ω+ pa ≡ 1
(mod NOK). Therefore ψ is surjective, and hence the claim is proved. By [5, Proposition
4.2.12] we derive








By considering all possible prime ideal factorization of pOK , we get the conclusion ([17,
p.74 and p.116]).
From now on, we assume that N 6= 2 and K1, K2 6= Q(
√−1),Q(√−3). Let ε0 be the
fundamental unit of the real quadratic field K3. Since d1 ≡ 3 (mod 4), the norm of ε0 is
1. We let m0 be the smallest positive integer such that ε
m0
0 ≡ ±1 (mod NOK), and set
ε′0 =

εm00 if N 6= 1 and εm00 ≡ +1 (mod NOK)
−εm00 if N 6= 1 and εm00 ≡ −1 (mod NOK)
ε0 if N = 1.
Further, we let n0 be the smallest positive integer for which (ε
′
0)
n0 ≡ 1 (mod NpOK).
Lemma 4.5. With the assumptions as above, we deduce
∣∣HN,p,0/SN,p,1∣∣ =

n0 if N 6= 1
n0 ·Q(K) if N = 1 and n0 is even
2n0 ·Q(K) if N = 1 and n0 is odd,
where Q(K) =
[O×K : O×K1O×K2O×K3].
Proof. By the assumption, O×K1 = O×K2 = {±1} so that O×K1O×K2O×K3 = O×K3 . Ob-
serve that∣∣HN,p,0/SN,p,1∣∣ = ∣∣HN,p,0/SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3)∣∣ · ∣∣SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3)/SN,p,1∣∣.
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First, we consider the group HN,p,0/SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3). Suppose N 6= 1. Then
we claim that SN,p,0 ∩ O×K ⊂ R, namely, HN,p,0 = SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3). Indeed, let













with a, b, c, d ∈ Z such that a ≡ b (mod 2), c ≡ d (mod 2). Since ε ≡ 1 (mod NOK), we









−d1 + (ac+ bdd1)
√




∈ O×K1O×K2O×K3 ⊂ R
because Q(K) = 1 or 2. And, we obtain
(4.3)
ab+ cdd2 = 0
ac+ bdd1 = 0,
hence d(b2d1 − c2d2) = 0. If d = 0, then ab = ac = 0 which enables us to get b = c = 0.
Thus ε = a/2 ∈ R in this case. Now, suppose that d 6= 0 and b2d1 − c2d2 = 0. Then it
follows from (4.3) that −(a2b)/(dd2) = ac = −bdd1, and we have b(a2 − d2d1d2) = 0. If
b = 0 then c = 0, and hence ε = (a+ d
√
















This contradicts the assumption OK1 = {±1}, and the claim is justified.
If N = 1, then S1,p,0 ∩ O×K = O×K and S1,p,0 ∩ O×K3 = O×K3. Hence one can show
S1,p,1 ∩O×K ⊂ R in a similar fashion as in the above claim. And, we establish
H1,p,0/S1,p,1(S1,p,0 ∩ O×K3) = S1,p,1O×K/S1,p,1O×K3






1 if N 6= 1
Q(K) if N = 1.
Next, we consider the group SN,p,1(SN,p,0∩O×K3)/SN,p,1. If N 6= 1, then SN,p,0∩O×K3 =
{(ε′0)n | n ∈ Z}, and hence we have∣∣SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3)/SN,p,1∣∣ = ∣∣〈ε′0SN,p,1〉∣∣ = n0.
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Now, suppose N = 1. If n0 is even, then (ε
′
0)
n0/2 is the root of the equation X2 ≡ 1
(mod pOK3). Write (ε′0)n0/2 = α + β
√
d1d2 with α, β ∈ Z. Then we get
α2 + d1d2β
2 ≡ 1 (mod p)
2αβ ≡ 0 (mod p).
If p divides α, then d1d2β





= α2 − d1d2β2 = 1, it
is a contradiction. Thus p divides β, and we achieve (ε′0)
n0/2 ≡ −1 (mod pOK) by the
minimality of n0. If n0 is odd, then (ε
′
0)
n 6≡ −1 (mod pOK) for all n ∈ Z>0. Indeed, if
(ε′0)
n ≡ −1 (mod pOK) for some n ∈ Z>0, then (ε′0)2n ≡ 1 (mod pOK). By definition of
n0 we see that n0 divides 2n. Since n0 is odd, n0 divides n. But (ε
′
0)
n 6≡ 1 (mod pOK),
so it gives a contradiction. Since O×K3 = {±(ε′0)n | n ∈ Z}, we derive that
S1,p,1(S1,p,0 ∩O×K3)/S1,p,1 = S1,p,1O×K3/S1,p,1 ∼=
{
Z/n0Z if n0 is even
Z/2Z× Z/n0Z if n0 is odd.
And, we deduce
(4.5)
∣∣SN,p,1(SN,p,0 ∩ O×K3)/SN,p,1∣∣ =
{
n0 if N 6= 1 or n0 is even
2n0 if N = 1 and n0 is odd.
Therefore, the lemma follows from (4.4) and (4.5).
Lemma 4.6. Let F = Q(
√
d) be a quadratic field with square-free integer d and p be
an odd prime such that p ∤ d. Then we attain
{ω + pOF ∈ (OF/pOF )× | NF/Q(ω) ≡ 1 (mod p)} ∼= Z/mZ,




Proof. First, consider an affine curve
C : x2 − dy2 = 1
defined over a finite field Fp. Then C is smooth since p ∤ d. We define a group law on C
by
(r, s)⊕ (t, u) = (rt+ dsu, ru+ st)
for points (r, s), (t, u) on C. Then the group C(Fp) is isomorphic to Z/mZ ([16]).
On the other hand, since gcd(2, p) = 1, we obtain
OF/pOF = {x+ y
√
d+ pOF | x, y ∈ Fp}.
And, the map
{ω + pOF ∈ (OF/pOF )× | NF/Q(ω) ≡ 1 (mod p)} −→ C(Fp)
x+ y
√
d+ pOF 7−→ (x, y)
is an isomorphism, which completes the proof.
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where the pi are distinct prime ideals of K ([17, p.116]). By making use of (4.1), Lemma
4.4 and 4.5, one can find the extension degree of K(Np) over K(N). Here we note that
ε′0 + pOK3 ∈ {ω + pOK3 ∈ (OK3/pOK3)× | NK3/Q(ω) ≡ 1 (mod p)}
and so n0 divides mp,3 by Lemma 4.6.
For i = 1, 2, let
W iN,p,0 =
{ {
ω ∈ SN,p,0 | NK/Ki(ω) ≡ 1 (mod NpOKi)
}
if N 6= 1{
ω ∈ S1,p,0 | NK/Ki(ω) ≡ ±1 (mod pOKi)
}
if N = 1,
and let
W 1,2N,p,0 = W
1
N,p,0 ∩W 2N,p,0,
so that ker(ϕ˜1,2N,p,0) = W
1,2
N,p,0/HN,p,0. Here, we mean by W˜
1,2
N,p,0 the image of W
1,2
N,p,0/SN,p,1
in (OK/pOK)× via the isomorphism (4.2).
Theorem 4.7. Let N 6= 2 be a positive integer and p be an odd prime not dividing
Nd1d2. Assume that K1, K2 6= Q(










if N 6= 1
4mp,3
n0 ·Q(K) if N = 1 and n0 is even
2mp,3




N,p,0 if and only if N 6= 1 and n0 = mp,3.
Proof. Let
W˜ 1,2N,p,0
′ = {ω + pOK ∈ (OK/pOK)× | NK/Ki(ω) ≡ 1 (mod pOKi) for i = 1, 2},
and let d−1i be the inverse of di in (Z/pZ)
× for i = 1, 2. For ω + pOK ∈ OK/pOK we can




d1d2 with a, b, c, d ∈ Z due to the fact gcd(2, p) = 1.
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First, we consider the group W˜ 1,2N,p,0. If ω + pOK ∈ W˜ 1,2N,p,0 ′, then we attain
(4.6)
a2 − b2d1 + c2d2 − d2d1d2 ≡ 1 (mod p)
ab− cdd2 ≡ 0 (mod p),
and
(4.7)
a2 + b2d1 − c2d2 − d2d1d2 ≡ 1 (mod p)
ac− bdd1 ≡ 0 (mod p).
Since c2dd2 ≡ abc ≡ b2dd1 (mod p), we obtain d(b2d1−c2d2) ≡ 0 (mod p). If b2d1−c2d2 ≡






= −1, it is clear. On the contrary, suppose that (d1d2
p
)
= 1 and b, c 6≡ 0
(mod p). Then d−11 d2 ≡ D2 (mod p) for some D ∈ Z, which yields b ≡ ±cD (mod p) and
a ≡ ±dDd1 (mod p). Thus we deduce that
a2 − b2d1 + c2d2 − d2d1d2 ≡ d2d1d2 − c2d2 + c2d2 − d2d1d2 ≡ 0 (mod p),
which contradicts (4.6). If b2d1− c2d2 6≡ 0 (mod p) and d ≡ 0 (mod p), then ab ≡ ac ≡ 0
(mod p) and so a ≡ 0 (mod p). But it follows from (4.6), (4.7) that b2d1− c2d2 ≡ −1 ≡ 1






d1d2 + pOK ∈ (OK/pOK)× | a2 − d2d1d2 ≡ 1 (mod p)
}
∼= {ω + pOK3 ∈ (OK3/pOK3)× | NK3/Q(ω) ≡ 1 (mod p)}
∼= Z/mp,3Z (by Lemma 4.6).























√−d2 + pOK ∈ (OK/pOK)× | b2 − c2d−11 d2 ≡ (−1)id−11 (mod p)
}
6= φ (by Lemma 4.6).
If N = 1, we choose a1, a2 ∈ OK so that ai + pOK ∈ Ai for i = 1, 2. Then it satisfies
NK/K1(a1) ≡ −1 (mod p), NK/K2(a1) ≡ 1 (mod p),








2 · W˜ 1,21,p,0 ′.
Thus











n0 ·Q(K) if n0 is even
2mp,3
n0 ·Q(K) if n0 is odd.
This proves the theorem.
Example 4.8. Let K = Q(
√−15,√−26). Then K1 = Q(




390) and ε0 = 79 + 4
√
390. We set N = 5 and p = 37 so that m0 = 5,
ε′0 = −εm00 and n0 = 38 = mp,3. Thus by Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.7, for any positive
integers n1, n2,










where θ1 = (−1 +
√−15)/2 and θ2 =
√−26.
5 Class fields over imaginary biquadratic fields (II)
Following the previous section we shall consider the more general case µ > 0.
Let N be a positive integer and p be an odd prime not dividing N . We use the same
notations as in Section 4.
Lemma 5.1. For a positive integer µ, we have∣∣SN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1∣∣ = p4.
Proof. Now that SN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1 is isomorphic to OK/pOK by a mapping
SN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1 −→ OK/pOK
(1 +Npµω)SN,p,µ+1 7−→ ω + pOK for ω ∈ OK ,
we obtain Sµ/Sµ+1 ∼= (Z/pZ)4.
Let ε0 be the fundamental unit of the real quadratic fieldK3, ℓ0 be the smallest positive
integer such that εℓ00 ≡ 1 (mod NpOK) and µ0 be the maximal positive integer satisfying
εℓ00 ≡ 1 (mod Npµ0OK). Write





with α0, β0 ∈ Z. By the maximality of µ0 we have α0 + β0
√
d1d2 6∈ pOK3 . Since
1 = NK3/Q(ε
ℓ0
0 ) ≡ 1 + 2Npµ0α0 (mod Npµ0+1),
we get p | α0 and p ∤ β0.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that K1, K2 6= Q(
√−1),Q(√−3). Then for a positive integer µ
we get ∣∣HN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1∣∣ =
{
1 if µ < µ0
p if µ ≥ µ0.
Proof. In a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, one can verify that if ℓ0 is
odd, then εn0 6≡ −1 (mod NpOK) for all n ∈ Z>0. And, if ℓ0 is even, then we have either
ε
ℓ0/2
0 ≡ −1 (mod NpOK) or εn0 6≡ −1 (mod NpOK) for all n ∈ Z>0. Indeed, suppose
ε
ℓ0/2
0 6≡ −1 (mod NpOK). If εn0 ≡ −1 (mod NpOK) for some n ∈ Z>0, then ℓ0 | 2n and
so (ℓ0/2) | n. It contradicts the fact (εℓ0/20 )m 6≡ −1 (mod NpOK) for all m ∈ Z>0.
Next, we claim that if ℓ0 is even and ε
ℓ0/2
0 ≡ −1 (mod NpOK), then µ0 is the maximal
positive integer such that ε
ℓ0/2
0 ≡ −1 (mod Npµ0OK). For, write εℓ0/20 = −1 + Npω for
some ω ∈ OK3 . Then
εℓ00 = 1 +Npω(−2 +Npω) ≡ 1 (mod Npµ0OK3).
Since −2 + Npω 6∈ p for any prime ideal p dividing pOK3, ω belongs to pµ0−1OK3 and
ε
ℓ0/2
0 ≡ −1 (mod Npµ0OK). If εℓ0/20 ≡ −1 (mod NpµOK) for some µ > µ0, then εℓ00 ≡ 1
(mod NpµOK), which contradicts the maximality of µ0.
On the other hand, one can show by utilizing the idea in the proof of Lemma 4.5 that
SN,p,µ ∩O×K ⊂ O×K3 = {±εn0 | n ∈ Z} for all µ ∈ Z>0. Here we observe that we don’t need





= 0 or 1.
It then follows from the above claim that HN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1 = 0 if µ < µ0. Now, assume
µ ≥ µ0. Observe that HN,p,µ0/SN,p,µ0+1 = 〈εℓ00 SN,p,µ0+1〉 ∼= Z/pZ because gcd(2, p) = 1.
For a positive integer m,
(εℓ00 )














Since α0 + β0
√










}i ∈ Npµ0+2OK3 ,
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m = p is the smallest positive integer satisfying (εℓ00 )
m ∈ HN,p,µ0+1 \SN,p,µ0+2. In a similar
fashion, one can prove by using the induction that m = pµ−µ0 is the smallest positive
integer such that (εℓ00 )
m ∈ HN,p,µ \ SN,p,µ+1. Therefore, we conclude
HN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1 = 〈εℓ0pµ−µ00 SN,p,µ+1〉 ∼= Z/pZ.






p4 if µ < µ0
p3 if µ ≥ µ0,
Proof. It is immediate from (4.1), Lemma 5.1 and 5.2.
For a positive integer µ and i = 1, 2, let
W 1,2N,p,µ = {ω ∈ SN,p,µ | NK/Ki(ω) ≡ 1 (mod Npµ+1OKi) for i = 1, 2}
so as to get ker(ϕ˜1,2N,p,µ) = W
1,2
N,p,µ/HN,p,µ.
Theorem 5.4. Let N be a positive integer and p be an odd prime not dividing N .
Assume that K1, K2 6= Q(








p if µ < µ0
1 if µ ≥ µ0,
Proof. For any coset αSN,p,µ+1 in SN,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1 we can choose ω ∈ OK∩SN,p,µ such









with a, b, c, d ∈ Z satisfying a ≡ b (mod 2), c ≡ d (mod 2).
First, we consider the group W 1,2N,p,µ/SN,p,µ+1. If ω ∈ OK ∩W 1,2N,p,µ , then we have
NK/K1(ω) ≡ 1 +Npµ(a+ b
√−d1) ≡ 1 (mod Npµ+1OK1),
NK/K2(ω) ≡ 1 +Npµ(a+ c
√−d2) ≡ 1 (mod Npµ+1OK2).
Since a+ b
√−d1 = a+ b+ 2b
(−1+√−d1
2
) ∈ pOK1 and a+ c√−d2 ∈ pOK2, p divides a, b, c.
















p if µ < µ0
1 if µ ≥ µ0.
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On the other hand, let fµ,i and Cµ,i be as in Section 4.
Corollary 5.5. With the notations and assumptions as above, if µ ≥ µ0, then for





generates K(Npµ+1) over K(Npµ0 ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 5.4 we obtain
K(Npµ+1) = K(Npµ)(K1)(Npµ+1)(K2)(Npµ+1) = K(Npµ0 )(K1)(Npµ+1)(K2)(Npµ+1) = K(Npµ0 ) (γ1, γ2) ,
where γi = gfµ+1,i(Cµ+1,i)
ni for i = 1, 2. Since the only element of Gal(K(Npµ+1)/K(Npµ0 ))
fixing the value γ1γ2 is the identity, we get the conclusion ([10, Theorem 3.5 and Remark
3.6]).
Example 5.6. Let K = Q
(√−15,√−26), N = 5 and p = 37 as in Example 4.8 (ii).
Then ε0 = 79 + 4
√
390, ℓ0 = 190 and µ0 = 1. Hence by Corollary 5.5 and (4.8) we get











where θ1 = (−1 +
√−15)/2 and θ2 =
√−26.
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